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Abstract 
Hillman, J.A., A remark on branched cyclic covers, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 87 
(1993) 237-240. 
We give a simple proof of a lemma of Dellomo, which he used to calculate the inverse limit of 
the first homology of the branched cyclic covers of the 3.sphere, branched over a knot, and we 
show that the inverse limit of the higher homology is trivial. 
In [3] Dellomo gives a formula for 
k,(Z) =Iinp,(~,,;B), 
the inverse limit of the first homology of the branched cyclic covers of S’, 
branched over a knot. (The index set is N, ordered by divisibility.) A key step in 
his argument is the lemma in [3, Section 41, which establishes a stability result for 
the homology with coefficients Z/phi2 of such branched cyclic covers. We shall 
give an alternative, simpler proof of this proposition, and show that the higher 
homology of the inverse limit is trivial. 
Let k : S’ -+ S3 be a tame knot, with exterior X and group G = r,(X). Let X’ 
be the infinite cyclic covering space of X. A transverse orientation for the knot 
determines an isomorphism of the covering group G/G’ onto Z, and hence we 
may view M = H,(X’; Z) as a module over the ring n = Z[Z] = Z[t, [-‘I. This 
module is Z-torsion free and (hence) has a short free resolution over A, and 
multiplication by t - 1 is an automorphism [4, Chapter IV]. 
Let Z,, be the n-fold branched cyclic covering of S’, branched over k. Then 
H,(X,); H) I- Ml(t” - l)M, and multiplication by t gives the action of a generator 
of the covering group. (If R is any other coefficient ring, we also have 
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H,(.Z,,; R) = M @ R/(t” - l)M @ R.) Moreover, the map induced by the covering 
projection C,,,,, * Z,, in the canonical quotient map (cf. [I, Chapter 81 or (4, 
Chapter VIII]). 
Let p be a prime and let d,, be the dimension of MIpM as a vector space over 
the prime field IF,, = ZlpZ. Then we shall prove the following: 
Lemma (Dellomo 131). For each exponent k 2 1 there is an n, I 1 such that for all 
mrl. 
Proof. Let O+ A” -% A’ ---f M * 0 be a short free resolution of M over A. Then 
the annihilator idea1 of M is principal, generated by CY = A,,(M) /A,(M), where 
A,,(M) = det P and A,(M) is the highest common factor of the (a - 1) x (a - 1) 
subdeterminants of P 14, p. 311. Let 7~ : A-+ AlpA = iF,,[t, tC’] be the homo- 
morphism which reduces coefficients modulo (p). Then n(A,,(M)) # 0, since 
A,,(M)(l) = +-1 [4, p. 421. After multiplying rr(A,,(M)) by a power of t if 
necessary, we may assume that it is a polynomial with nonzero constant term; the 
dimension of MipM over IF,, is then the degree of rr(A,,(M)). Since -rr(det P) # 0 
we obtain a short free resolution for MipM over AlpA by reducing the entries of 
P module ( p), and so the annihilator of MipM over A /pA is generated by r(a). 
It follows that the annihilator of MipM as a A-module is the ideal (cx, p). We may 
now show by induction on k that the annihilator of MIpI’M as a A-module is the 
ideal (cw, p”). (For suppose 0 annihilates M/pkf’M. Then 8M c p”+‘M C pkM, 
so by the hypothesis of induction 0 = QP + phy for some P,r in A. Hence 
ypkMC pA+’ M. Since M is Z-torsion free, yM c pM and so y = cup + pa for 
some p,a in A. Thus 8 = a( p + pp’) + pk+‘a is in (a, p’+‘).) 
All the roots of rr((~) (in some algebraic closure of [F,,) are roots of unity; let h 
be the lowest common multiple of their orders. We may assume that IT is a 
polynomial of degree d 5 d, and so the roots of IT have multiplicity at most d, 
which is less than pd. Therefore 
T(Q) divides (th - 1)“” = (th”” - 1) 
Let n = hp”. Then for any m 2 1 we have that n(a) divides t”‘” - 1, and so t”“’ - 1 
annihilates MIpM. Therefore, 
HI GL,, ;ZlpZ) = (MlpM)/(t”‘“-‘)(MlpM) = MIpM 
= (Z lpZ)“p for all m 2 1 . 
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Now since T((Y) divides t” - 1, there is some ; in A such thati CI divides 
t” - 1 + pA. Therefore, (Y also divides (lfl - 1 + pA)” , which equals tJiP - 1 + pkp 
for some /_L in ‘4, at least if p is odd. When p = 2 we observe instead that cy divides 
for some P,V in 4. For k 2 1 let nk = rzp” if p is odd, and let nk = r~2~+’ if p = 2. 
Then for any m 2 I we have that tmnr - 1 is in the ideal (cu, p”), and so annihilates 
MlpkM. It follows as before that 
H, (_Z,,r,li; Hlp’Z) = Mlp’M for all m 2 1 . 
Since M is a Z-torsion free abelian group, Mlp’M = (ZIp’Z)’ for some exponent 
e, and on reduction modulo (p) we find that e = d,,. 0 
Using his lemma and a proposition on limits of surjective inverse systems of 
finitely generated abelian groups, Dellomo proves that 
where 2s = max{ p,(Z,,) ( m in N} is the number of roots of the Alexander 
polynomial of k which are roots of unity, and where “,, is the additive group of 
p-adic integers. (For almost all primes p, d,? is the degree of the Alexander 
polynomial.) 
We may also ask what are the higher homology groups 
F&(Z) = l&n H,(‘z,,; Z) ) 
for i = 2,3. Since W,(&; Z) = Z and the map from -C,,,,, to C,, has degree m, 
ri,(_$) = l&n (ZA Z) = 0. 
In fact, fil($) is also 0. For let X,, be the n-fold (unbranched) cyclic cover of X. 
Then the inclusion of X,, into Z,,, = X,, U D’ x S ’ induces an isomorphism from 
&(X,,; Z> to X(-Z,,; z2>, by excision. From the Wang sequence for the projection 
of X’ onto X,, we see that H,(X, ; Z) may be identified with K,, = ker(t” - 
1 : M-+ M), and the map induced by the projection of X,,,,,, onto X,, is multiplica- 
tion by (t”“‘- l)l(t” - 1). Since M is a noetherian A-module the increasing 
sequence of submodules K,,, stabilizes. Hence there is an N such that K,, = K, 
for all m 2 1. Moreover, K,v is a finitely generated Z-torsion free A-module which 
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is annihilated by t” - 1, and so is a finitely generated free abelian group. The map 
from KrnN to K, is given by multiplication by 
(t mh - - 1) = c f”V = 
(I-lr<,,, 
since tN acts as 1 on KlnN. Since the subset {mlv 1 m 2 l} is cofinal in N it follows 
that 
Remark. Similar calculations apply to the homology of branched cyclic covers of 
simple higher-dimensional knots. 
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